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OF EXPERIENCE.

The Beatris Collection is a furniture range that gives interiors a special quality. The BEATRIS COLLECTION upholstered furniture factory was established in 1997. It is a
traditional Polish company with over 25 years of experience in the industry. As a direct producer, we constantly develop our products and are constantly looking for
new solutions, in order to provide our customers with high quality products at the best prices.

We base our relationships with customers and partners on honesty, building a long-lasting and durable collaboration. Committed to being known as a reliable
contractor, we have created a friendly business environment, in which there are currently many furniture and accessoriesmanufacturers from all over Europe. Sharing
our passion, together with our clients, we wish to build a unique atmosphere for their homes and apartments – spaces that go together with the most important
moments of our lives.

25 YEARS



Highest quality

We value the beauty, style and durability of natural rawmaterials, that is whywe
try to always keep them part of our furniture. By using the highest quality
materials possible, wemeet the expectations of connoisseurs of good taste. For
production we use only certified wood from the best plantations and the
fabrics used meet the high ecological requirements.
A beautiful form is half of success. When it is combined with the attention to
detail, precision and meticulous control over each process, we get a product
that fully satisfies even the most demanding customers, and as a company
with full responsibility we can provide a guarantee of trouble-free use for
months.

The increase in interesting and complex shaped furniture means that wemust
constantly invest in the modernization and expansion of our production
facilities. We have fully equipped facilities which enable us to manufacture
furniture from scratch. We are therefore able to offer rapid delivery times and
guarantee the quality of our products.

Modern production facilities



Beatris Collection is not only a valued furniture producer, we also operate in the
field of logistics and distribution of our products. We have our own large,
modern fleet of heavy goods vehicles, meaning that we are able to offer the fast
and safe delivery of our products throughout Europe. A perfectly functioning
logistics department constantly monitors the timeliness of deliveries, allowing
us to guarantee the highest quality of services in this field.

Own vehicle fleet

Production supervision IT

As a modern, customer-oriented company, we use advanced IT systems in our
daily work, which support us in optimizing production. This constant
production proces management allows us to carefully plan contract deadlines
and keep our clients informed on its condition in every stage of production.



Explore
our collections



www.beatris.eu

Comfort and functionality

Sophisticated and stylish, attracting the attention of every demanding customer. Thanks to an innovative approach to design, our
products are characterised by outstanding style and comfort of use, with a wide range of available finishes which enables us to meet

the specific needs of our customers.
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Dimensions of elements

BEATRIS COLLECTION
Fabryka Mebli Tapicerowanych
ul. Bukowska 42
62 – 060 STĘSZEW

tel. +48 618 197 955
fax: +48 618 134 967
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Frame
solid wood

Fabric
textile / leather / eco-leather

Legs
wood / steel / aluminium
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Available
configurations

Matrace
Mattress

H2 H3

Topper
Topper

VISCO HR
ohne Bettkasten

without a case
for bedding

mit Bettkasten

with a case
for bedding

Rahmen
Frame



Headboard

Fußbe
Legs

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5

...and more


